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Figure 1: NFCStack is a physical building block system that supports rich-ID stacking and interaction. The system consists of
(a) portable stations, into each of which a multiplexed near-field communication (NFC) reader is embedded; (b) identifiable
bricks that enable sturdy construction; and (c) identifiable adapters that convert the top of a stack into a few portals of the NFC
reader to detect and identify (d) an NFC-tagged token’s orientation and (e) events in which the identifiable boxes are stacked.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose NFCStack, which is a physical building
block system that supports stacking and frictionless interaction
and is based on near-field communication (NFC). This system consists of a portable station that can support and resolve the order
of three types of passive identifiable stackable: bricks, boxes, and
adapters. The bricks support stable and sturdy physical construction, whereas the boxes support frictionless tangible interactions.
The adapters provide an interface between the aforementioned two
types of stackable and convert the top of a stack into a terminal for
detecting interactions between NFC-tagged objects. In contrast to
existing systems based on NFC or radio-frequency identification
technologies, NFCStack is portable, supports simultaneous interactions, and resolves stacking and interaction events responsively,

even when objects are not strictly aligned. Evaluation results indicate that the proposed system effectively supports 12 layers of
rich-ID stacking with the three types of building block, even if
every box is stacked with a 6-mm offset. The results also indicate
possible generalized applications of the proposed system, including
2.5-dimensional construction. The interaction styles are described
using several educational application examples, and the design
implications of this research are explained.
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details the design implications of this work and provides directions
for future research.

1

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Constructive Assembly and Stackables

INTRODUCTION

Stacking is a common task in the process of spatio temporal organization, such as the grouping or ordering of items. [30]. Compared
with two-dimensional (2D) clustering, stacking is a space-saving
method for extending the property of an object while stabilizing its
location. Therefore, human-computer interaction (HCI) researchers
are seeking technological solutions for harnessing stacks as a form
of tangible interface [18] to leverage our existing cognitive and spatial knowledge to comprehend the embodied digital information.
Passive radio-frequency identification (RFID) and near-field communication (NFC) technologies have been adopted by HCI researchers
because these technologies have a virtually infinite ID space, are relatively unaffected by the line-of-sight problem, and involve straightforward maintenance. Although RFID does not support the resolution of tagged object stacking, researchers have proposed the use
of contact switches [17] or a collision avoidance mechanism [41]
to resolve the order of stacking of RFID-tagged objects from sequential stack events. However, difficulties occur when using the
aforementioned technologies to simultaneously resolve concurrent
stack events originating from multiple input sources.
In this paper, we propose NFCStack (Figure 1), which is a physical building block system that supports stacking and interaction
based on NFC. The extendable antenna design used in this system
enables a multiplexed NFC reader to track the stack event at every
height through a different channel so that concurrent actions can
be resolved. Moreover, robust and responsive stack tracking can be
achieved with this design.
To ensure that the system can support both rich-ID stacking and
tangible interaction, the proposed system comprises three types of
passive identifiable stackable object: brick, box, and adapter. The
bricks are connected through magnetic connectors, which result in
a sturdy and stable physical construction. By contrast, the boxes
support frictionless tangible interaction because they are wirelessly
connected using conductor coils. The adapter provides an interface
between the bricks and the boxes and converts the top of a stack
into multiple terminals for detecting interaction events on the top
of the stack, such as an NFC-tagged token’s orientation or stack
events of the identifiable boxes.
We implemented the proposed system to test its performance.
The evaluation results indicate that the proposed system effectively
supports 12 layers of rich-ID stacking with the three types of building block, even if every box is stacked with a 6-mm offset. The
results also indicate possible generalized applications of the proposed system, including 2.5-dimensional (2.5D) construction. This
paper describes the interaction styles supported by the proposed
system by using several application examples.
The main contribution of this work is the design, engineering,
and development of a physical building block system that can resolve concurrent stacking and combine the stable construction and
frictionless input modes into conventional NFC interaction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
a description of related work. Section 3 describes the design, implementation, and evaluation of the proposed system. Finally, Section 4

Constructive assemblies of modular interconnecting elements facilitate physical modeling and the production of geometrical representations, such as Lego bricks 1 and Meccano 2 . The application of
constructive assemblies in HCI as tangible user interfaces [18, 40]
can facilitate reality-based interactions that leverage users’ body,
social, and environmental awareness and skills as well as their common knowledge regarding Euclidean physics [19]. Rich embodied
and kinetic experiences can be useful in various tasks, especially
in the learning of abstract concepts [44] or exploration of design
opportunities [14, 35, 37].
Stacking enables the construction of three-dimensional (3D)
building blocks. Researchers have used embedded electronic circuits
and sensors, such as motion sensors [16], infrared sensor arrays [4],
and conductive dot patterns [12], to detect stack events. However,
at scale, these power electronic devices have high deployment and
maintenance costs. Researchers have also used passive sensing solutions — such as optical markers [7], marked fiber-optic bundles [8],
capacitive footprints [9], pressure images [22], magnetic-field images [24, 27], and radar [43] — to detect the state of stacking through
use of an external sensor. However, the ID space and stacking height
are limited when using these solutions.

2.2

Identifiable building blocks

Identifiable building blocks can support the semantic construction of information. Scholars have constructed identifiable building
blocks into which microcontrollers and/or power-line communication protocols (e.g., I 2C) have been embedded to identify the
building blocks used for semantic construction in built geometry [3, 13, 20, 21, 33, 36]. These blocks facilitate high interactivity
between the sensors and actuators to which they are connected.
However, reducing the electromechanical interconnections of the
aforementioned building blocks is not always a straightforward
task; thus, these blocks usually support only fixed, rigid constructions and cannot reliably detect objects that are not strictly aligned.
Moreover, the blocks have significant hardware and maintenance
when they are deployed at scale.
Passive RFID technologies involve straightforward maintenance
when they are deployed at scale, so they were used in rapid prototyping human-computer interfaces [23]. RFIBricks [17] is a richID building block system based on modified ultra-high-frequency
(UHF) RFID tags. The design harnesses the near-field effects of a
far-field UHF RFID system by allowing a unique pair of normally off
tags to be turned on simultaneously during stacking. Consequently,
the aforementioned system involves a volumetric interaction stage
in which the building block units remain passive. The RFIBricks
system requires strict alignment between building blocks, and this
alignment is achieved using magnetic connectors that require more
effort for the users to perform stacking and unstacking operations.
1 http://www.lego.com/
2 www.meccano.com
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Although a follow-up work RFIMatch [26] indicated that a correlated state change can be achieved without the need for physical
contact between objects by incorporating a magnet-biased reed
switch mechanism. How such a mechanism can be implemented in
a building block system is unknown.
The most fundamental limitation of the UHF RFID approach is
that the interaction area is defined by the antenna connected to
the bulky, high-power-consumption, and expensive UHF reader.
Additionally, the building blocks cannot be effectively miniaturized because of tag-to-tag interference when tags are deployed at
high-density. Finally, the aforementioned approach does not support concurrent events, which frequently occur in multi-user or
bimanual interactions with small objects.
Previous work has explored the design spaces of passive rich-ID
building blocks with NFC. Project Zanzibar [41] explored rich-ID
stacking with NFC by using a relay coil structure, namely Stacker,
to extend power and data transfer from the mat of the NFC antenna
matrix to the upper layers of the stack. When a user sequentially
stacks one layer on the other, new tags can be activated and read
using the Dynamic Frame Slotted ALOHA (DFSA) [10] collision
avoidance mechanism. Similar to RFIBricks, the Zanzibar system
does not support concurrent events because the order of simultaneous multitag appearances cannot be guaranteed in NFC. Furthermore, the response time of the Zanzibar system linearly increases
with the layer number of the stack because of the nature of the
DFSA algorithm, and this results in lower reliability and poorer user
experience at higher levels of the stack. The delays make common
stack operations (e.g., re-ordering) inefficient and unreliable.

2.3

Tangible Interaction with NFC

NFC and high-frequency RFID (HF RFID) systems have been broadly
used in tangible interactions for identifying passive tagged objects [6, 31, 38]. Compared with sensing technologies based on
electromagnetic induction, such as those developed in [34, 39], NFC
and RFID systems, which are off-the-shelf technologies, can be used
more easily for prototyping. The near-field sensing range of NFC
and RFID systems enables contactless and therefore frictionless
interaction. In addition to popular toy-to-life applications, such as
Nintendo Amiibo 3 and Lego Dimensions 4 , researchers have used
off-the-shelf NFC tags for sensing user inputs, such as speed and
frequency [25], and have employed multiple tags in compound widgets (e.g., sliders, knobs) for tangible interaction [5, 15, 25]. In this
paper, we aimed to achieve concurrent construction and frictionless
tangible interaction with the NFCStack system.

3

ANTENNA EXTENSION METHODS

To identify an NFC-tagged block placed on top of a stack of blocks
on a station, the blocks shall extend the detection range of the
underlying reader’s antenna to the top surface. Section 3.1 explains
the theoretical background of this work, and Section 3.2 describes
the two antenna coil extension methods used in this paper: transmission line extension and multihop extension.

3 https://www.nintendo.com/amiibo
4 https://www.lego.com/en-us/dimensions/products

3.1
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Background

NFC readers and tags operate at f = 13.56MHz. To construct
wireless antennas that harness the power and signals of NFC readers
and tags, an RLC resonant circuit is required, where R, L, and C
represent a resistor, an inductor, and a capacitor, respectively.

Figure 2: Schematics of a (a) half relay and a (b) full relay
as well as photographs of the (c) half relay and (d) full relay
fabricated in this paper.
Figure 2a displays the schematic of a typical RLC circuit, which
is termed a half relay in this paper. A suitable R, L, and C
qmust be se-

1
1
R 2
lected such that two conditions are satisfied: 1) f 0 = 2π
LC − ( L ) ∼
f , where
q f 0 is the resonant frequency of the RLC circuit, and 2)

Q = R1 CL , 30 ≥ Q > 1 where Q is the quality factor of the RLC
circuit. A Q value of 30 is the theoretical upper bound for ensuring sufficient bandwidth for full-speed (424-kbit) NFC. When the
aforementioned two conditions are satisfied, an RLC circuit can
effectively and efficiently resonate at the frequency f 0 ∼ f .
Figure 2a displays a schematic of a full relay, which can be used
for extending the NFC reader antenna’s read range [11, 28, 42]. A
full relay consists of two half relays connected by transmission lines
(a pair of parallel conducting wires). One conductor coil receives the
NFC signal through magnetic induction and then relays the signal
through the transmission lines to the other conductor coil. When
two conductor coils from different relays are sufficiently coupled
in proximity to each other, power and signals can be wirelessly
transferred from one coil to the other.
However, when one conductor coil is coupled with another one
over a larger distance, the geometric dimensions of the two conductor coils affect their power transfer efficiency. For instance, if two
conductor loop coils La and Lb have radii of r a and rb , respectively,
the coupling coefficient k is expressed as follows:

r a2 · rb2
k(x) = √
(1)
p
r a · rb · [ x 2 + max(r a , rb )2 ]3
where x is the lateral distance between La and Lb . A k value of
1 can be achieved when x = 0 and r a = rb . However, in practice,
inductively coupled transponder systems operate under coupling
coefficients that might be as low as k = 0.01 (< 1%) [10]. Nevertheless, to enable coils to withstand an offset of x ′ , the use of
sufficiently large coils (e.g., r a ∼ rb >> x ′ ) of similar size is preferred.
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Transmission Line Extension

The conductor coil’s location can be mechanically extended from
the reader by using a pair of parallel transmission lines, as shown
in Figure 3a. By adopting low-resistance electromechanical connectors, multiple segments of transmission lines can be connected to
extend the transmission line. A physical part with an NFC-tagged
coil, which contains two terminals that can be connected to transmission lines, can be identified by an NFC reader when the lines
are connected.
The simple method has only a small footprint, which makes it a
suitable method for constructing small building blocks. However,
this method also requires a firm low-ohmic electromechanical connection,which may impede the HCI because considerable physical
effort must be expended to break a strong connection between two
blocks. Relaxing the alignment constraint between two blocks without compromising the low-ohmic connection is challenging, if not
impossible. Finally, the additional capacitance generated because
of an increase in the length of transmission lines may affect the
tuning of the RLC circuits.

3.4

Summary

Transmission line extension and multihop extension enable a conductor coil to be extended from NFC readers to other locations.
These methods have unique advantages, depending on the purpose
of use. When the main purpose is to construct a stable physical form,
the transmission line extension method provides more rigidity in
the construction and enable smaller physical units to be constructed
than does the multihop extension method. However, when the main
purpose is to achieve tangible interaction, the multihop extension
method supports a more versatile set of frictionless tangible interactions than does the transmission line extension method. Therefore,
blocks comprising transmission lines are suitable for achieving
sturdy construction, whereas blocks comprising near-field relays
are suitable for constructing interactive system elements.
Constructive assembly tangible user interface (UI) systems contain constructive and interactive elements. Therefore, a system that
is compatible with the aforementioned two types of building block
is desirable. A proof of concept forsuch a system is described in
Section 4.

4

SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

On the basis of the multihop extension and transmission line extension methods, we designed three types of building block and
one station that can resolve the stacking order of these blocks. The
system design considerations and implementation of the designed
system are detailed in the following.

4.1

System Design Considerations

We formulated our design objectives as five design considerations
on the form, material, electrical components, connection, and customization of the proposed building block system.
• Form (D f orm ): The size of the building blocks should be
suitable for one-handed manipulation, and blocks should be
cubes or cuboids that support modular stacking and tiling.
• Material (Dmt r l ): The mechanical structure of the building
blocks should be sufficiently sturdy to support stacking operations. The conductors deployed on the blocks should be
efficiently reduce signal loss in wired and wireless communication.
• Electrical Component (D el ec ): Passive electrical components
are employed to reduce maintenance costs. The electrical
components in the blocks should be carefully selected and
arranged so that they do not impede stacking operations.
• Connection (Dconn ): The connectors between blocks should
enable users to perform construction and achieve tangible interaction rapidly and easily. The electrical connection should
be reliable so that the system can detect the construction
and tangible interaction operations.
• Customization (Dcust ): End users and designers should be
able to customize the appearance of the building blocks for
creative applications.

Figure 3: Two antenna extension methods applied in this paper: (a) transmission line extension; (b) multihop extension.

3.3

Multihop Extension

To enable effortless interactions, the conductor coils’ location can be
extended using multiple hops of relay connections, as illustrated in
Figure 3b. Therefore, a multi-hop connection with multiple relays
segments can be realized without the use of any electromechanical
connectors and without physical contact between relays. The coil
located at the end of the chained relays serves as an NFC reader
that can detect an NFC tag in its near-field region.
Figures 2c and d illustrate a half relay and full relay, respectively, with 2cm-wide rectangular conductor coils that support
multihop extension. When using the multihop extension method,
conductor coils can effectively transmit power to each other with a
sub-centimeter offset; however, this method has a larger footprint
than does transmission line extension. When transmission lines are
short, the additional capacitance is negligible, and does not affect
the tuning of the RLC antenna.

4.2

Station

To support concurrent stack events and highly robust and extensible stack sensing, each layer of the stacking must be detected
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Figure 5: Images of bricks: (a) top view, (b) bottom view, and
(c) two stacked bricks.
Figure 4: Station: (a) overview, (b) extension of the half relay
from the NFC reader antenna, (c) signal processing unit, and
(d) a brick on the station.
individually. Therefore, the station contains a multiplexed NFC
reader so that high resolution is achieved.
Figure 4 illustrates the station design and an example of its implementation. Each station’s top surface is the same as the block’s top
surface; thus, each station contains M pairs of magnetic connectors
i
i ,T i }, where 1 ≤ i ≤ M) as its terminals on its top
(Ttop
= {Tin
out
i is the input connector of terminal T i , and T i
surface. Tin
t op
out is
i
the output connector of terminal Tt op . To enable detection of all
the NFC tags of multiple blocks stacked on a station, the station
contains an NFC reader connected to multiplexer circuitry through
the reader’s two antenna terminals, namely Ain and Aout , which
are connected to an external half relay. Terminal Ain is connected
to the input of a 1-to-X multiplexer, whose M (out of the X ) output
i , and T i
channels are connected to Tin
out is connected to Aout .

4.3

Building Blocks

The three types of building blocks are brick, box, and adaptor.
4.3.1 Brick. A brick (Figure 5) is an identifiable stackable unit
based on the transmission line method. In the case of Dconn , each
brick has M pairs of magnetic connectors as terminals (T ) on its
i
top (Ttiop ) and bottom (Tbot
) surfaces, where 1 ≤ i ≤ M. A total
t om
of M − 1 pairs of transmission lines (t j ) are connected between
j
j+1
1
(Ttop ) and (Tbot t om ), where 1 ≤ j ≤ M − 1. Terminal Tbot
is
tom
connected to a coil at the center of a brick’s bottom surface through
a pair of transmission lines. Terminal TtMop is not connected to any
coil. An NFC tag is attached close to the conductor coil of a half
relay so that the tag can be detected by the coil when the relay is
connected to the reader, as displayed in Figure 4d. A brick placed
n under
on the nth layer can be detected by the station terminal Ttop
1
it (through terminal Tt op of the n − 1th layer).
4.3.2 Box. A box (Figure 6) is an identifiable stackable unit based
on the near-field relay method; therefore, it satisfies the Dconn
requirement without requiring any electromechanical connection
(i.e., magnetic connectors). Similar to the brick design, each box
consists of N terminals. The box terminal number N is determined
on the basis of D f orm and can be different from the number of
terminals on the brick and station (M). In a box, one terminal T is
located on the top surface (Ttiop ), and one terminal is located on the
i
bottom surface (Tbot
), where 1 ≤ i ≤ N . A total of N − 1 relays
t om
j

j+1

(r j ) are used to connect Tt op and Tbot t om , where 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1.

1
An NFC tag is attached to Tbot
so that a box placed on the nth
tom
n under it (through the
layer can be detected by station terminal Ttop
1 conductor coil of the n − 1-layer box).
Ttop

Figure 6: Box: (a) top view; (b) bottom view; (c) a box stacking
on another box.
4.3.3 Adapter. An adapter (Figure 7) is an identifiable stackable
unit for bridging a brick and box; therefore, the bottom side of
an adapter is similar to a brick, and the top side of an adapter is
similar to a box. The bottom side of an N -way adapter consists of
i
N + 1 pairs of magnetic connectors as terminals (Tbot
), where
tom
1
1 ≤ i ≤ N + 1. Terminal Tbot
is
connected
to
a
conductor
tom
coil at the center of the box’s bottom surface through a pair of
transmission lines. An NFC tag is attached close to the coil so that
the tag can be detected by the coil when the antenna is connected
i
to the reader. The rest of the terminal Tbot
, where 2 ≤ i ≤ N +1,
tom
(i−1)

is connected to the half relay at Ttop .

Figure 7: Images of an adapter: (a) top view, (b) bottom view,
and (c) an adapter acting as an interface between a brick and
a box.

4.4

Stacking Building Blocks on Stations

Bricks for Construction. Bricks are suitable for building stable
structures that can sustain the state even when the station is held
in the hand. Figure 8a depicts 12-terminal bricks (M = 12) stacked
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in the same direction. The antenna circuitry aggregates signals
from the top of all brick layers to the different multiplexer channels
in the station. Alignment between every pair of adjacent bricks
is guaranteed by the magnetic connectors, which are placed on
the top and bottom of the brick as well as the top of the station.
Consequently, each brick can be identified by the reader antenna,
and the stacking height h of the bricks is determined by identifying
which multiplexer channel i detects the tag, where 1 ≤ i ≤ M. In
this case, the maximum stacking height hmax is M.
Figure 8b displays a set of stacked bricks that are rotated with
respect to each other. The orientation θ and stack height h of each
brick can be resolved using the following equationswhen the multiplexer’s channel i detected the tag: θ = π2 ⌊i/4⌋ and h = (i mod 4)+1.
In this case, the maximum stacking height (hmax ) is M/4.

Figure 8: Stacking bricks on a station: (a) without rotation
and (b) with rotation.

Adapter. An N -way Adapter is used to add N terminals to the
top of a brick stack for reading NFC tags. When an N -way adapter
is stacked on the ith layer, the identity of the adapter can be determined by the reader antenna from the multiplexer channel i.
j
Furthermore, the N terminals located on the top, Tt op , 1 ≤ j ≤ N ,
serve as extensions of the next N multiplexer channels (i + j) for
detecting and identifying an NFC tag in its near field when i +j ≤ M,
where M is the number of station terminals. Figure 9 shows the
application of an adapter on a station and on a set of bricks stacked
on a station. This adapter can be used for reading N NFC tags.

Figure 9: Adapter that converts the top of a stack into multiple NFC readers: (a) stacking an adapter on a station for
sensing other NFC tags and (b) adding an adapter directly on
a stack of bricks for (c) sensing the orientation of a tagged
token.

Boxes for Interaction. Boxes are suitable for constructing interactive elements on an adapter because they enable frictionless
operations. Figure 10b depicts four-terminal boxes stacked in the
same direction on a N -way adapter. The identity of each brick can
be determined by the reader antenna from a terminal of the adapter,
and the stacking layer height h of the bricks is determined by identifying which multiplexer channel i detects the tag, where 1 ≤ i ≤ M.
In this case, the maximum height of box stacking is N .
Figure 10c displays a rotated box stacked on an adapter. The
orientation θ and stack height h of each box can be determined using
the following equations when the adapter’s terminal j detected the
tag: θ = π2 ⌊j/4⌋ and h = (j mod 4) + 1. In this case, the maximum
stacking height is hmax = N /4.
Figure 10a illustrates the application of N NFC tags on the top
of the brick stack when the maximum stack height hmax is not
reached. Even if the maximum height is reached, new NFC tags can
still be read if the reader supports a multiread protocol and the ISO
15693 collision avoidance mechanism [10].

Figure 10: Stacking of boxes on an adapter stacked on a station: (a) sensing other NFC tags, (b) without rotation, and (c)
with rotation.

4.5

Application Examples

Two simple cases are described in this section to illustrate how the
three types of building blocks can be used in applications. Both cases
indicate how NFCStack supports end-user customization (Dcust )
due to the occlusion-free property of NFC.
Q & A. Figure 10 illustrates a word puzzle game. Several letter
bricks and letter boxes are given to the users. One user (i.e., the
questioner) stacks a sequence of bricks on one side and adds an
adapter at the end to set the puzzle. Another user (i.e., the student)
attempts to guess the sequence of boxes on the other side by switching boxes. When a box is in the correct position, the display shows
the relevant character as feedback. When the student requires a
hint, they can use an NFC token to observe the next character on
the screen; however, the hint works only once for each quiz. The
student then uses the remaining boxes to complete the answer.
Interactive Music Sequencer. Figure 11 displays an interactive
music sequencer, which comprises many music note bricks, two
adapters, and several instrument boxes. The user first stacks a sequence of notes on the station and then places an adapter on the
stack to finalize it. Subsequently, the user stacks an instrument box,
which contains one instrument on each of its four faces, on the
adapter, and the note sequence starts looping the selected instrument. The user changes the instrument that will be used in the next
loop by rotating the box. If he has constructed a second track with
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another station, he can stack another instrument on the second
stack to produce a chorus. The two tracks are in sync.

Figure 11: Interactive music sequencer: (a) selecting an instrument for the first track by rotating the box and (b) selecting an instrument for the second track.

4.6

Implementation

The constructed structures were implemented in accordance with
the design considerations specified in Section 4.1. To satisfy the
D f orm requirement, the building blocks and stations had the form
of graspable cubes or cuboids. To meet the Dmat er ial requirement,
the bricks and stations were fabricated from laser-cut acrylic sheets
with a thickness of 1mm, whereas the adapters and boxes were
fabricated from 0.25-mm-thick vinyl-cut polyethylene sheets. The
conductors (transmission lines and coils) deployed on the surfaces
of the bricks and stations were made from vinyl-cut copper foil. To
satisfy the D el ec requirement, passive surface-mounted capacitors
were used for regulating the coil’s resonant frequency to the operating frequency range of NFC. These capacitors were arranged on
the side of a building block or inside a station so that they did not
impede stacking operations.
Station. Each of the M = 12 stations had dimensions of 30 (width;
W) × 30 (Length; L) × 100 (height; H) mm 3 and supported a maximum of 12 layers of stacking. An RC522 NFC reader was used in
each station. Without modifying the original hardware, we applied
a half relay made of thin copper foil on top of the NFC reader’s antenna so that we could obtain the NFC signal from the two terminals,
as displayed in Figure 4b. To achieve a high coupling coefficient
k, we aligned the coil with the center of the reader’s antenna coil
and made the dimensions of the half relay’s conductor coil similar
to those of the reader’s antenna coil. The 0.47 uH conductor coil
of the half relay contained six turns and had dimensions of 20 mm
(diameter; ϕ) × 0.1 mm (thickness; T). This coil was wound with a
0.8-mm-wide of vinyl-cut copper trace, with the gap between adjacent parts of the trace being 0.6 mm, and a 300-pF surface-mounted
parallel capacitor was used to tune the coil’s resonant frequency
(f 0 ∼ 13.56MHz).
The top surface of a station was the same as the top surface of a
brick and contained 12 pairs of magnetic connectors. The circuitry
of the time-domain multiplexed NFC reader contained an off-theshelf MFRC522 NFC reader, a 1:16 TI CD74HC4067 multiplexer,
and an Arduino Pro Mini board. Tag events were captured using a
microcontroller and then sent to the application through a serial
connection. The NFC reader’s read rate was set as 250 reads per
second (rps); thus, each of the 12 terminals had an interactive read
rate of approximately 20.5 rps. Each operation was detected with
latency of less than 0.2 s.

4.6.1
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Building Blocks.

Brick. Each of the M = 12 bricks had dimensions of 30 (W)
× 30 (L) × 30 (H) mm 3 . Moreover, each brick contained 12 pairs
of magnetic connectors on both top and the bottom of the brick,
three pairs per side. The magnetic connectors were convex N35
neodymium magnets whose bottom side had dimensions of 3 mm
(ϕ) × 1 mm (T) and whose top side had dimensions of 2 mm (ϕ) ×
2 mm (T). To extend the NFC read range, 11 pairs of transmission
lines fabricated from 2-mm (W) copper tape, with the gaps between
the lines being a 1.4-mm were deployed on each brick to connect the
magnetic connectors. To meet the Dconn requirement, the identity
of a brick was determined using an off-the-shelf 1.4 uH Bourn
SDR0403-1R4ML unshielded inductor with dimensions of 4.5 mm
(ϕ)× 3.2 mm (T). This inductor was attached to the bottom of a
brick, and a 10 mm (ϕ) NTAG213 NFC tag was attached to the
inductor. The small inductor (coil and tag) used was suitable for the
bricks because physical alignment was guaranteed by the magnetic
connectors.
Box. Each of the N = 4 boxes had dimensions of 45 (W) × 45 (L)
× 45 (H) mm3 . The boxes were almost two times larger than the
bricks but were still graspable by an adult hand. To meet the Dconn
requirement, N − 1 = 3 vinyl-cut relays were deployed on the boxes.
Each relay comprised two 6-turn, 20 mm (ϕ) × 0.1 mm (T), and 0.47uH coils wound with a 0.8-mm-wide vinyl-cut copper trace, with a
0.6-mm gap between the trace; a 300-pF surface-mounted parallel
capacitor; and a pair of transmission lines made of copper tape
with a trace width of 0.8 mm and a gap of 0.5 mm. To determine the
identity of a box, a 10-mm (ϕ) NTAG213 NFC tag was attached at
M
the location Tbot
.
tom
Adapter. Each N = 4-way adapter had the same top-surface configuration as the boxes and the same bottom-surface configuration
as the bricks. A laser-cut frame used in the brick is attached to the
bottom. Each adapter had a height of 45 mm.

5

USING BRICKS AND STATIONS FOR 2.5D
CONSTRUCTION

With a one-dimensional or 2D array of stations, 1.5-dimensional
(1.5D) or 2.5D rich-ID construction can be achieved with the bricks.
Figure 12 depicts our prototype system, which supports 1.5D and
2.5D rich-ID construction with four stations. On the basis of the
experimental results shown in Section 6.2.3, we increased the dimensions of the bricks from 30(W )mm × 30(L)mm to 36(W )mm ×
36(L)mm by adding a 3-mm-thick acrylic shell to each brick, as
shown in Figure 13a. The height of the bricks was unchanged. For
the bricks and stations with a shell, the dst at ion value was maintained as 6mm. The bricks and stations were still sufficiently small
to be grasped between the fingers (D f orm ). A one-way adapter (Figure 13b) could be used to convert the top of each stack or station
into a portal for sensing NFC-tagged tokens.
Identifying the Relative Positions of Stations. Identification of
the relative positions of stations enables stations to be stacked
in various directions and therefore facilitates batch operations by
enabling manipulation of the entire stack, as demonstrated in [29].
To determine a station’s relative position with high resolution, we
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Figure 12: Constructions on tiled stations: (a) 1.5D construction on a 1x3 array of stations and (b) 2.5D construction on
a 2×2 array of stations.

Figure 13: Hardware adaptation for tiling stations: (a) bricks
with an additional shell that maintains the distance between
bricks on the neighboring station and (b) a one-way adapter.
used an additional NFC tag-antenna coil pair on the surface of
each of the four sides of the stations (Figures 14a and 14b). With
these four additional multiplexer channels, each of the 16 terminals
achieved an interactive read rate of approximately 15.6 rps. Each
coil was connected to a multiplexer channel through transmission
lines. Each tag was placed sufficiently far from the coil next to it to
ensure that the tag was not detected accidentally. Once one station
had connected to another, the two corresponding antenna coils
became activated simultaneously and read each other’s tag. The
two stations recognized each other’s ID, and the system inferred
the topology from the information.

and Web Serial API 6 . This programming interface consisted of a
1x4 array of stations for user interaction. In the programming application, lines of code were stacked using meta bricks, which which
contained a slot filled with parameter bricks and implemented a
specific function (e.g., the for-loop function) or control logic. When
a user stacked lines of code, the computer display showed the digital representation of the lines of code, which was the same as the
corresponding physical representation. The as-direct-as-possible
mapping between the blocks and the Scratch as well as the Python
code was shown to the user immediately after each operation, which
was possible because NFCStack resolves the concurrent stacking
events of bricks.

Figure 15: Addition of a line of code by a user in a tangible
programming application, by using a meta brick, which consists of a slot filled with parameter bricks.

Supporting Frictionless Tangible Interactions for 2.5D Construction. Although the adopted four-way adapters and N = 4 boxes
were larger than the adopted bricks, we made these parts compatible with a 2.5D system by simply thickening the shell of each
brick and station to fit the size of boxes while meeting the dst at ion
requirement (Figure 10). By using a larger (e.g., 3 × 5) grid of deployed NFCStack stations, the tangible Minecraft applications in
RFIBricks [17] can be implemented with a considerably smaller
form factor without being dependent on an external reader, thereby
supporting simultaneous interactions among multiple users and
enbling frictionless inputs with the Boxes. Ultimately, we envision
that tangible interaction with the boxes on such a station can be as
easy as throwing an inflatable dice.

6

SYSTEM EVALUATION

A series of studies were conducted to understand whether the proposed system’s performance satisfied our design objectives related
to reliable electrical connection (Dconn ),

6.1
Figure 14: Tileable stations: (a) additional pairs of tag and
coil are added on each side; (b) signal processing unit; (c-d)
stacking stations side by side.

Performance of the Adopted Antenna
Extension Methods

In the first study, we investigated the performance of the adopted
antenna extension methods after stacking.

Application Example. Figure 15 depicts a tangible Scratch-toPython programming user interface, which was implemented using
the Blockly JavaScript application programming interface (API) 5

Apparatus. A NanoVNA v2 vector network analyzer (VNA) and
standard 50-Ω SMA connectors were used to conduct measurements
(Figure 16). A total of 12 boxes and 12 relays, which are the same as
what we used in the boxes, were used in the test. For measuring the
bricks, channel 1 of the VNA was connected to the bricks through
a pair of magnetic connectors. For measuring the relays, a coil

5 https://developers.google.com/blockly

6 https://wicg.github.io/serial
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extender with the same specifications as the coil extender in the
stations was connected to channel 1 of the VNA. An NFC tag with
the same specifications as those used in the building boxes, was
connected to channel 2 of the VNA.
Procedure. Each measurement was performed after a box was
stacked on a station. We connected the antenna’s terminals to
the port of the VNA by using an SMA connector and measured
the antenna’s S11 return loss and S21 power between 10.92 and
16.2 MHz. We conducted five 5 measurements, discarded the two
outliers, and averaged the remaining three measurements. Twelve
results were collected for 1-12 layers of box and brick stacking.

Figure 16: Experimental apparatus for evaluating antenna
extension performance: (a) example settings for S11 measurement (with a brick and tagged coil; layer 2) and (b) example settings for S21 measurement (with two relays and a
tag; layer 3).
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whether the tag received sufficient power (i.e., -48dBi) during operation. Only the results for the stacking of odd numbers of layers
are displayed in Figure 17 to enable clear visualization.
The S11 measurements indicated that impedance matching was
achieved between the power source and the inductor at 13.56 MHz
when using the transmission line extension and multihop extension
methods, regardless of the height of the brick stacking or the number of relay connections. This finding indicates the effectiveness of
the aforementioned methods. The S11 return loss observed when
using the multihop extension method was greater than that observed when using the transmission line extension method, which
indicated that more power was radiated or absorbed as loss within
the antenna when the multihop extension method was used.
The S21 measurements indicated that the NFC tag received sufficient energy at 13.56 MHz, regardless of the height of the brick
stacking or the number of relay connections. Except for the S21
measurements for the 12th brick layer, all S21 measurements were
higher than the baseline value for the condition in which the tag
did not receive any signal. Therefore, the two adopted antenna
extension methods are effective.

6.2

Stacking Performance

In the second study, we investigated the sensing capability of the
system stack in three measurement sessions.
6.2.1

Session 1: Full Stack on One Station.

Apparatus. Twelve bricks, one adapter, four boxes, and one station were used for the measurement.
Procedure. We randomly selected one brick from the pool of
boxes and stacked the selected box on the station. We then performed forty-five 3-s reads of every NFC tag on the station. If more
than 95% (=43) of the reads of all the tags on two stations were
successful, we stacked another brick, adapter, or box layer on the
station and performed additional 3-s reads until the reads did not
meet the success criterion or reached the 12-layer height limit. Two
extreme conditions were tested: (1) a stack of 12 bricks and (2) a
stack of 7 bricks, 1 adapter, and 4 boxes in sequence. Five iterations
were performed for each measurement.
Results. The station passed the full-stack test in all five iterations
under the aforementioned two extreme conditions, which indicated
that the proposed system reliably handled the stacking of the three
types of building blocks in a single station setting.
Figure 17: Performance of the antenna extension methods:
(a) S11 measurements when using transmission line extension, (b) S11 measurements when using multihop extension,
(c) S21 measurements when using transmission line extension, and (d) S21 measurements when using multihop extension.

Results. Figure 17 shows the S11 and S21 measurements. The
S11 measurements represent the reflected power that the VNA attempted to deliver to the antenna through port 1 connected to the
reader, and the S21 measurements represent the power transferred
from the reader to the tag connected to port 2; these results indicate

6.2.2 Session 2: Effect of Offsets between Boxes on Box Stacking. In
the second session, we investigated how the boxes’ stacking performance was affected by misalignment between boxes. As discussed
in Section 3.1, offsets between coils, which cause a decrease in the
coupling factor, affect the power transfer efficiency.
Apparatus. As in session 1, 12 bricks, 1 adapter, 4 boxes, and 1
station were used for the measurements in session 2; however, only
the 4 boxes were changed for testing in session 2. A few 2-mm-thick
acrylic sheets were used as spacers to maintain the offset distances
between two boxes, as shown in Figure 18a.
Procedure. Two initial conditions were considered: 1) a stack
of only one adapter, which represents the easiest condition, and
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Figure 18: Effect of the offsets between boxes on box stacking: (a) experimental apparatus (x = 4mm) and (b) experimental results.
2) a stack of a sequence of seven bricks and one adapter, which
represents the most difficult condition. Under each condition, we
used the same procedures as those used in session 1. Each box layer
was added to the station with an x-mm offset against the box or
adapter in the previous layer, and 3-s reads were performed until
the reads did not meet the success criteria or the four-layer height
limit was reached. Seven distances between dst at ion = 0 and 12
mm (in 2-mm steps) were considered in the measurements. Five
iterations were performed for each offset.
Results. Figure 18b displays the experimental results obtained in
session 2. The station passed the full-stack test in all five iterations
under the aforementioned two extreme conditions when x ≤ 6mm,
which indicates that the developed system reliably handles the
stacking of boxes with a slight offset. Moreover, when the stack
could only resolve M = 2.6 layers (SD) and 2.4 layers (SD) under
conditions 1 and 2, respectively, under an x value of 8mm, it became
difficult to stack the boxes vertically for more than two layers without stack collapsing. Therefore, the developed system can support
basic usage and withstand frictionless stacking.
6.2.3 Session 3: Effect of Station Distance on Brick Stacking. In
the third session, we investigated how the brick stacking performance was affected by the distance between two stations because
proximity between neighboring transmission lines may affect the
performance of NFC sensing.
Apparatus. Twenty-four bricks and two stations were used for
the measurements in session 3. Boxes and adapters were not used
in this session because they were larger than the stations. A few
1-mm-thick acrylic sheets were used as spacers to maintain the
distance between the stacks, as displayed in Figure 19a.
Procedure. The measurement procedure adopted in session 3
was similar to that used in session 1. Two boxes were added to
each station and 3-s reads were performed until the reads did not
meet the success criterion or the 12-layer height limit was reached.
Seven distances (dst at ion ) between 0 and 6 mm (1-mm steps) were
considered in the measurements. Five iterations were performed
for each distance.
Results. Figure 19b shows the results obtained in session 3. The
brick’s stack height (M) increased from 3.6 layers (SD = 0.55 layers)
when dst at ion was 0mm to 11.6 layers (SD = 0.55 layers) when
dst at ion was 5mm and 6mm. Although the two stations did not pass
the full-stack test in two out of the five iterations when dst at ion
was 5 or 6mm, at least 11 layers of reliable brick stacking were
achieved for the two stations in all the iterations.

Figure 19: Effect of station distance on brick stacking: (a) experimental apparatus and (b) experimental results.

7

DISCUSSION

Applications and Contribution. Many applications of Rich-ID
building blocks have been proposed in the previous work, such
as 3D modeling [1–3], physical computing [20], tangible programming (see the overview in [32]), gaming [29, 33], and context construction [13, 29, 36]. Tangible user interfaces have applications in
the education and entertainment domains. A new application of
these blocks is not proposed in this paper. Instead, we focused on
a technical contribution, namely the design of a passive rich-ID
building block system that enables frictionless NFC-based tangible
interaction. This paper describes the functioning of the designed
system by using simple examples. The performance of the designed
system was evaluated by conducting experiments. The results of
the present study can act as a reference to help researchers construct and extend building block systems. Users can employ the
techniques and hardware platform developed in this research to enrich and customize their applications. An extension of the present
study can include organizing design workshops to collect additional
information on artifacts and design processes.
User Involvement in Evaluation. The repeated measurements obtained in session 2 (Section 5.2.2) suggest that reliable block detection is achieved with the proposed system when the offset x≤6mm.
Because NFC is unaffected by the human body, this result indicates
that the developed system provides an user experience without
strict alignment between parts being required. Future studies can
obtain user feedback (e.g., through usability testing and cocreation
workshops) to improve the system designed in this study.
Multiplexing vs. System Performance. The multiplexer used in
each station in this paper had a resistance of approximately 70
Ω, which decreased our RLC circuit’s quality factor (Q) to 1.7. Although a circuit with Q ≥ 1 is compatible with NFC, such a circuit
negatively affects the performance of relay-based extension. We
conducted a full-stack experiment with relays under the same setting depicted in Figure 16b by using the procedure described in
Section 5.2.1 to determine the number of relay connections that
allowed a reader to read a tag with and without the multiplexer.
The results indicated that the tag could be read after 12 and 7 connections without and with the multiplexer, respectively. We provide
two suggestions for future research. First, researchers can use multiple NFC readers instead of a multiplexer so that no additional
resistance Rmux is generated in the RLC circuit. Software-defined
multiplexing, such as selecting only one NFC at a time by using
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the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) protocol, can be used to prevent crosstalk. Second, low-ohmic multiplexers can be employed to
increase the RLC antenna’s Q-factor.
Rich interactivity. Input and output modalities can be added more
easily to the NFCStack system than to UHF RFID building block systems [29] and the NFC Stackers in the Zanzibar system [41]. Some
terminals of the NFCStack system can be directly connected to the
general-purpose input and output (GPIO) pins of a microcontroller
to enable building blocks to interface with additional sensors (e.g.,
motion sensors), displays (e.g., organic light-emitting diode displays
[OLED]), and actuators (e.g., servo motors). These terminals can be
added to the center of the building blocks, so they do not necessarily
compromise the stacking capability. Moreover, we suggest keeping
the additional data and power lines sufficiently far away from the
surface NFC antennas and transmission lines to prevent these lines
from interfering with stack sensing and recognition.
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CONCLUSION

This paper describes NFCStack, which is an NFC-based physical
building block system that supports stacking and frictionless interaction. The system contains three types of building block: bricks,
boxes, and adapters. These blocks can handle concurrent stack
events and facilitate the development of an NFC system that enables physical construction and tangible interaction. Evaluation
results obtained when implementing the proposed system indicated
the effectiveness of this system. This paper also presents preliminary results obtained in generalized applications of the NFCStack
system. The results of this study can act as a reference for future
research on stacking systems.
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